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Minutes:                                                 Attachments #1-11 

 
Representative McWilliams, Co-Sponsor:   (Attachments #1 & 2) 
 
Representative Satrom:  Have you thought about the impact on other farmers in the state? 
 
Representative McWilliams: I have.  That is why I pursued this topic.  If we pass this bill, 
we may be able to keep some farmers in business. 
 
Representative Satrom:  Why do you believe incorporating makes it more successful? 
 
Representative McWilliams:   Much of that is dependent on Mother Nature and the farmer 
himself.  But it makes it easier to pass the farm on and to reinvest and to protect the liability.  
I don’t think a tax status or type of ownership makes a farm successful or not. 
 
Representative Satrom:  Aren’t there legal structures already that will work without this? 
 
Representative McWilliams: We can do partnerships or limited partnerships.  They provide 
some challenges. 
 
Representative Headland:   I read in the paper that your goal is to allow big multinational 
corporations to come in to our state.  Explain your real mission. 
 
Representative McWilliams: What is at stake is the ability to pass your farm onto another 
generation.  If your grandfather and his brother farmed, then the next generation farmed.  As 
the farm goes down the generations, it becomes illegal.   We want to pass it on. 
 
Chairman Dennis Johnson: In 1989 the LLP was adopted in North Dakota to allow family 
farm co-ops.  Those have retired or passed on.  Their kids are reaching that age where they 
need to pass it on and they can’t.  If we do pass this bill with second cousins, it is destined 
to fade out because then the third cousins can’t be involved. 
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Brandy Pyle, Co-Sponsor and Farm Wife:  (Attachment #3) Speaking for her husband. 
 
(24:00) 
Tom Bodine, Deputy Agriculture Commissioner:  (Attachment #4) 
 
I moved back to North Dakota in 1996 and started to farm with my brother.  At that time the 
law would allow us to come into it, but not my spouse.  Seven of my first cousins were in that 
family corporation.  My children cannot continue to be in that corporation.  You can only sell 
the shares to those who qualify to stay in the corporation. 
 
It is just a form of conducting business.  This will be a continuous issue.  If it affects one farm, 
it is one too many. 
 
Representative McWilliams:  Do we know in the state how many multigenerational farms 
we have.   
 
Tom Bodine:  We work with the centennial farms.  The commissioner signs the certificates.  
We could check those numbers. 
 
Representative Boe:  This will not be fixed with this legislation.  I am a third generation 
farmer.  Two summers ago I met my second cousin who is a dairy farmer in Norway.  She 
would be a foreign landowner if she would be allowed ownership in a corporation.  There are 
foreign second cousins. 
 
Representative McWilliams:  Do you know if our current law precludes foreign first cousins? 
We do have laws against foreign ownership of land. 
 
(32:10) 
Pete Hanebutt, Director of Public Policy, North Dakota Farm Bureau:  (Attachment #5) 
 
Corporation doesn’t mean evil.  It doesn’t mean large conglomerates. Large farms on the 
bottom of page 3 are growing bigger but not necessarily the family.  We are choosing to have 
one cousin buy out the other cousin. 
 
We are caught in terminology vs. reality when this bill is opposed. 
 
John Galegher, Jr., Galegher Farms, Inc.:  In current law a shareholder or member must 
be a citizen of the United States.  (Attachment #6) 
 
(45:30) 
Representative McWilliams:   You say currently there are 800 family farm corporations.  
Where does that number come from? 
 
John Galegher:  The North Dakota Secretary of State office. There currently are 814 family 
farm corporations. 
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Daryl Lies, North Dakota Farm Bureau:  This is about updating the law.     We need to 
remind everyone that agriculture service industries can have a corporate related status.  This 
is a measure to insure the success of the current family farms that exist in North Dakota.  
Certain family farms will be dissolved. 
 
None of the other options are the same as their current status.  Other businesses can use 
the corporate structure.  Don’t pick winners and losers in families that have been successful.  
We may need an update again. 
 
Andrew Galegher:  Farmers use tools all the time.  I would look at this structure as another 
tool for the job.  According to the Secretary of State, almost 40% of the farms in our 
neighborhood are incorporated.  We shouldn’t be penalized just because our farm has been 
in the family longer.   
 
Representative Tveit: I was in an agriculture retail business as a corporation.  As a dealer 
we were small.  How many acres do you farm as a corporation? 
 
John Galegher:  We operate about 2,900 acres.  The corporation owns zero of those acres. 
 
Vice Chair Wayne Trottier:  Do you have big farmers around you with 30,000 or more 
acres? 
 
John Galegher:   We have some larger.  There are about three that are much larger than 
we are. 
 
Maurice William Stansbury Jr.:  Works for Galegher farms:  I am a mentor to the young 
cousins here today.  We want to keep the young people in North Dakota.  I also help with 
planting and harvest.  We are keeping them out of the family corporation because they are 
second cousins. 
 
Opposition: 
 
Mark Watne, North Dakota Farmers Union President:  (Attachment #7) 
To be president of North Dakota Farmers Union you must maintain a farm operation. 
North Dakota Farmers Union has 50,000 family memberships. 
 
(1:05:30) 
Representative Richter: Could you explain how passing this puts the current family farms 
at risk. 
 
Mark Watne:  If you believe that there are financial advantages, but I am not sure there are.  
It allows for a greater number of people to purchase in greater buying power over a single 
family. 
 
Representative McWilliams: You talked about family members who decided not to farm.  
But you said there could be financial advantages. 
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Mark Watne:  There are different forms of partnerships.  The advantages today have gone 
away since the corporate law was formed in 1989.  Why aren’t more farms doing it? 
 
Representative McWilliams:  If there are not that many advantages, then there shouldn’t 
be a problem. 
 
Mark Watne:  You have heard this is a short term fix.  Then we will have to add more to the 
law.  You didn’t have to choose the corporate structure in the first place.  I can bring my family 
members into a partnership today.  Ask someone who tries to dissolve one of these 
corporations.  It is challenging. 
 
Representative McWilliams: I have dissolved a corporation.  Wouldn’t you agree some 
tools need to be updated or replaced?  In about 31 years we will have to address third 
cousins.  I would rather cross the bridge we are facing now. 
 
Mark Watne:  I believe there are other tools and avenues.  I don’t appreciate one size farm 
over the other.  This doesn’t help.  We have to draw a line in the sand. 
 
Representative Headland:   Size doesn’t matter.  Does Farmers Union support all types of 
agriculture? 
 
Mark Watne:  Yes. 
 
Representative Headland:  Did Farmers Union supply free legal advice to the opponents of 
the family farm that was trying to locate a hog operation near Buffalo? 
 
Mark Watne:  No. Those are rumors. 
 
Representative Richter:  You said dissolving a corporation is difficult.  Why would Farmers 
Union support forcing farms already incorporated into having to do that instead of allowing 
second cousins?  
 
Mark Watne: I did not say I support dissolving corporations.  I did say it is hard to do.  There 
are others mechanisms they can use.   
 
Representative Richter:   Farms that have formed corporations are already in them and 
now they have to dissolve.  Why would you support making them dissolve? 
 
Mark Watne:  I have been told that it is hard to dissolve corporations.  There are other 
avenues. 
 
Representative Schreiber-Beck: I am reading your article in December 2018 “North Dakota  
FU Fights for Family Farms.”   I am astounded at your testimony that second cousins are not 
family.   Your front cover, a book, and a labeled motorcycle are all about family farms.  Why 
are second cousins not family?  How many of your Farmers Union members operate under 
a corporate structure? 
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Mark Watne:  I have never said that second cousins are not family members.   For the 
number of members, we would have to cross check the Secretary of States list with our 
member list.  About 50/50 are. 
 
It is not true that they can’t farm.  They have to make adjustments.  I am proud every day to 
work for family farms.  This is a limit.  If you start to change it, there will always be another 
situation. 
 
Representative Fisher:  I have seen maps where Iowa is number 1 in the production of 
crops.  North Dakota is ranked right behind them.  On another map we rank 35th in animal 
agriculture.  If what we are doing is working, why aren’t we seeing more animal agriculture 
here?   That will use our corn from the farm. 
 
Mark Watne:  There is nothing stopping animal agriculture.  The problem is profitability. 
 
Representative Fisher:  If this law, since 1989, is working, why aren’t we seeing more 
animal agriculture? 
 
Mark Watne:  Because of profitability. 
 
Representative Headland:   We had a hog operation that wanted to develop a farm around 
Buffalo.  It has now been abandoned.  During that time that group built eight operations in 
Minnesota and South Dakota.  Why would they do that if they weren’t profitable.  What kept 
them from building in North Dakota is a funded operation of opponents that didn’t want the 
hog farm.  It had nothing to do with the structure.   Why would they expand in other states? 
 
Mark Watne:  We didn’t do any of that work.  We are part of the Ag Stock Alliance.  The 
Alliance helped get one started in Dickey County. 
 
Representative Fisher:  A large dairy purchased land just across the line in Minnesota.  Why 
are they in another state? 
 
Representative McWilliams:  In 1989 we adjusted this law.  That would be about 30 years. 
There are about 31 years between generations.  You say small farms are struggling because 
expenses are exceeding revenue.  You also say there may be financial advantages to a 
corporate structure.  Why do you want to draw a line to separate first cousins from second 
cousins? 
 
Mark Watne:   You are making the assumption there are financial advantages.  Farm income 
is down by 50%.  There is a huge disparity in the profitability of the farm.  When the pricing 
was better, we didn’t have to go into corporations in the good times of the ethanol to be able 
to bring young producers back to the land.  As you add another layer in the corporate 
structure you start to deteriorate the value of the law.  Almost 76% of the state wants it to 
remain in place. 
 
Representative McWilliams:  Are you aware that second cousin farming was on the bill that 
the citizens voted on? 
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Mark Watne:  I don’ believe it was. 
 
Representative Tveit:  My grandfathers and father were very involved in Farmers Union.  I 
can remember my father being upset when Farmers Union/Cenex C stores were brought in.  
Where would we be without C stores?  Is the Farmers Union organization a corporation or 
not? 
 
Mark Watne:  Don’t confuse Farmers Union Oil companies with the Farmers Union farm 
organization.  We do have a relationship in name and membership.  A local cooperative is 
run by those members that enable it to choose what it does in the business.  We don’t control 
that.  The C stores are a huge benefit to that system.  We are a 501(C)5 farm organization 
under the law. 
 
Representative Skroch:  Our neighboring states are experiencing the same economic 
impact.  But when I look at the data, we are falling behind.  Do they have the same corporate 
farming laws as we do in North Dakota? 
 
Mark Watne:  There are nine states with similar laws.  I work with all the neighboring states.  
They are all struggling.  They are all relying on the federal government through farm 
programs.  The dairy industry is in total uproar.  More dairies have filed bankruptcies which 
are at all-time levels across the nation.  We have had more suicides because farm income is 
so low across the country.  Show me the statistics where another state is doing better. 
 
Representative Skroch:  I am going off the data presented today. 
 
You brought this issue to your members.  How was this bill explained to your membership? 
 
Mark Watne:  We did not present it to the membership.  Our membership brings it to us.  
What I said was there was “nobody in our membership that brought this issue to us as a 
concern.”  When asked by a Senator if I would consider this option, I took it back to our Board 
of Directors to see if we have room within the policy adopted by the members to allow for 
second cousins.  Our Board of Directors said we can’t support this. 
 
Representative Skroch:  In those conversations, how was this bill explained? 
 
Mark Watne;   We said there are some issues where a situation arises that this is a challenge. 
 
Representative Schreiber-Beck:  I am looking at the chart you gave us.  (Attachment #7, 
page 3)  The bulk of family corporations existing by county appear to be on the eastern side 
of the state.  Do you see that they form corporations based on risk?  Why do the corporate 
structures exist heavily on eastern side of state? 
 
Mark Watne:  I do not know why. 
 
Representative Schreiber-Beck:  The corporate structure must be a tool for those people? 
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Mark Watne:  Ten years ago there were roughly 800.  Over that period of time we gained 
400 to the current 1207 family farm corporations.  In 1989 there was a financial advantage 
which doesn’t exist today. 
 
Representative Richter:  Why does Farmers Union oppose this? 
 
Mark Watne:   We oppose the change to the law because it continues to be an expansion.  
We believe that it is in the interest of maintaining those private family farms that we maintain 
the current law. 
 
Representative Headland:  We have lost another 1/3 of the dairies over the last four years.  
Will Farmers Union back this law all the way until we have the death of agriculture in North 
Dakota?  When it went to the ballot four years, I think they misrepresented it to the people. 
 
Mark Watne:   You are making an assumption that is not true.  Changing the structure doesn’t 
make farming more profitable.  You can do a cooperative dairy as long as 75% of the 
members are farmers.  You are a member of the organization.  Why don’t you come to our 
convention and tell the 800 members attending and see if you get the support?  You come 
here and tell us we are wrong.  Wouldn’t it be better if the farmers growing the feed owned 
the dairy?  The dairy farmers are going broke because dairy is overproduced.  We have too 
much milk.  We need better prices.  Profitability is the issue at hand. 
 
Chairman Dennis Johnson:  When you had this discussion with your board, you said half 
of the members in your organization have a similar structure? 
 
Mark Watne;   Half of the farm corporations are our members. 
 
Chairman Dennis Johnson:  When you went to the board, which half are your representing? 
 
Mark Watne:  We have an annual meeting.  Ours is the second week of December.  Then 
we go through our policy book.  Our policy states we support the current law as it is. 
 
Chairman Dennis Johnson:  We will have the same conversation 20 years from now.  We 
have had this issue before us three or four times.  We can’t keep the family together.  Who 
is representing the half of the corporations that are your membership? 
 
Mark Watne:  You don’t know if they have the second cousin issue.   
 
Chairman Dennis Johnson:  If this bill is that important to take a negative position, I would 
hope you survey your members that have the structure. 
 
Mark Watne:  We did not.  I would say the proponents of this didn’t survey their members 
either.  That is not a fair assumption.  Not every member agrees.  It is by a majority vote of 
those who come and participate.  We have found avenues to make this work if the profitability 
comes back to the farm. 
 
(1:44:10) 
Liz Anderson, Dakota Resource Council:  (Attachment #8) 
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(1:47:18) 
Representative McWilliams:  Would you define a “giant conglomeration”? 
 
Liz Anderson:  It would mean that smaller family farms could be put together in one entity 
which would eat up other smaller family farms. 
 
Representative McWilliams: In our current law, it limits the shareholders of the family farm 
corporation to 15. This second cousin law would fall under that. 
 
Vice Chair Wayne Trottier:  What is your definition of a family farm? 
 
Liz Anderson:  People running it are close family relatives. 
 
Chairman Dennis Johnson:  Like second cousins?    I know farms of all sizes that are 
incorporated and some are not. 
 
Representative Skroch:  The definition of a family farm is from years ago.  Those are going 
out of existence.  This bill is an attempt to keep people on those farms and make their 
business work.  Would you be opposed to that? 
 
Liz Anderson:  The people I represent are not in favor of this bill.  We have about 500 
members. 
 
Representative Schreiber-Beck:  Of those 500 members, are they all farmers? 
 
Liz Anderson:  Not all of them.  We are an agriculture-based organization. 
 
Representative Schreiber-Beck:  What type of work do you do? 
 
Liz Anderson:  We originated representing landowners and farmers/ranchers in western 
North Dakota when coal came in.  We also work with water issues and proposed refinery. 
 
(1:53:00) 
Roy Musland, Agriculture Lender, Bank President in Gackle and Jud:  (Attachment #9) 
 
(1:56:00) 
Representative McWilliams:  Should your level of convenience in making a loan dictate an 
individual’s decision on how to operate a business? 
 
Roy Musland:  No, it does not. 
 
Representative Headland:  Are you here representing your bank or yourself? 
 
Roy Musland:  Myself. 
 
Representative Skroch:  When you consider this legislation, a lot of farms affected by this 
already have a corporate structure.  They wouldn’t be starting new corporate farms. 
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Roy Musland:  I am in an area with a lot of sole proprietors.  I have a lot of fathers and sons 
and cousins with different arrangements.  I want the farm families to succeed. 
 
Representative Schreiber-Beck:  If there is a partnership with a lot of family members, is it 
different working with them compared to working with a corporation?  Other structures can 
involve multiple people as well. 
 
Roy Musland:  The corporate structure is more labor intensive. 
 
Representative Schreiber-Beck:  Is there less risk with the corporate than other structures?  
 
Roy Musland:  There is a lot of risk in farming.  You always want to eliminate risk. 
 
Representative Schreiber-Beck:  My accountant tells met the corporate structure 
eliminates risk. 
 
Representative Richter:  When people enter into a partnership, do they have to be 
relatives? 
 
Roy Musland:  You don’t have to be relatives to be a partner. 
 
Representative Tveit:   A concern from a constituent is the corporate farm has access to 
more dollars because of investors which gives an unfair advantage when buying land.  Do 
you as a lender see a difference between the structures in that scenario? 
 
Roy Musland:  I work with a lot of small family farmers.  They feel disadvantaged when 
competing against corporate family farms for rent and buying land. 
 
Representative Tveit:  These two young gentlemen, that are second cousins, have lived in 
the community.  Are they different than others who have always lived in the community? 
 
Roy Musland:   I hope these two young men will be able to farm at some level.  But 75% of 
North Dakotans voted against this. 
 
Chairman Dennis Johnson:  That 75% of the vote was a different issue. 
 
(2:07:00) 
Pastor Muriel J. Lippert, Bismarck also served Wing and Williston:  (Attachment #10) 
 
(2:12:44) 
Vice Chair Wayne Trottier:  Have you been led to believe this law will lead to full corporate 
farming? 
 
Pastor Lippert:  Yes. 
 
Representative Schreiber-Beck:  Anybody that is farming with whatever structure has the 
best stewardship of the land because it is their livelihood.  Why would a family farm have 
better stewardship? 
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Pastor Lippert:  In other states where they allow large corporations with no connection to 
the land, they don’t take as good care of the land.  This could lead to bigger changes. 
 
Representative Schreiber-Beck:  There is a lot of ownership of land by outside hunters and 
investors.  How would you categorize those people in relationship to the stewardship of the 
land? 
 
Pastor Lippert:  I think someone living on the land has a keener sense of those stewardship 
issues. 
 
Representative McWilliams:  If a second cousin worked that land, he wouldn’t have as 
much stewardship? 
 
Pastor Lippert:  I am just concerned with what this can lead to in the future.  There are ways 
they can farm together using other legal structures. 
 
(2:16:46) 
Michelle Ziesch, Fourth Generation Rancher:    My second cousin lives down the road. 
I am afraid that if you open this up, it is going to bring a different group that we don’t need.  
How are you going to know that they are actually second cousins?  You can sell your land to 
the next generation without it being top dollar. 
 
I live in an area with family corporate farms including first cousins.  Everything comes in on 
a semi and everything goes out on a semi.  They do no local business.  We do a lot of local 
business.  Our CPA said there is not enough financial benefit to change our operation into 
an LLC. 
 
Having more second cousins is not getting people back on the land.  You are creating hired 
hands.  They are never going to own the land.  There is no guarantee you will be getting 
young people.   
 
I used to be a dairy farmer.  The reason we are not is because it was no longer profitable. 
If it was profitable, wouldn’t it already be going on under current law?  People don’t want to 
work in the animal sector in North Dakota because of our climate.  Animal agriculture is a  
12- month job. 
 
We lost 52% of our income in the last three years.  We need better markets. 
 
Chairman Dennis Johnson:  In my area 5 or 6 neighbors rent land and there are maybe 20 
semis between them.  None of them are corporations.  That is a sign of the times for 
efficiencies.  We all support family farms. 
 
Michelle Ziesch:   A lot of this is the failure to plan by the family.  Farmers need to have a 
succession plan 
 
Charles Linderman, Carrington Farmer:  When I travel to the cities on interstate you see 
part-time farms.  In North Dakota you have to be a full-time farmer because there is not a lot 
of opportunity off the farm.   
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We are losing livestock potential.  We do have a lot of specialty crops.  Some people from 
Canada came to Carrington and built a dairy with 1500 cows.  There is a hog farm up in 
Ramsey County.  They came to North Dakota without having to have a corporation. Our 
culture is more for grain farming.   
 
Chairman Dennis Johnson:  But those operations came with resistance. 
 
Representative Headland:  If we were to study this and we found that we’ve lost agriculture 
opportunities because of our corporate law, would that change your mind? 
 
Charles Linderman:  I don’t think that is what you would find.  Livestock operations have 
come to North Dakota with current law. 
 
Representative Headland:  We know that we have lost both dairy and hog operations due 
to their existing corporate structure and they weren’t willing to change that to come to North 
Dakota. 
 
Chairman Dennis Johnson:   That is why there is a 15,000 head dairy sitting in Minnesota 
now. 
 
Randy Coon, Fourth Generation Farmer, Buffalo:  (Attachment #11) 
Handed in testimony but did not speak. 
 
Chairman Dennis Johnson:  Closed the hearing. 
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Representative McWilliams:  I do have an amendment.  It is the definition for second 
cousin.  After consulting with Legislative Council, it would be unnecessary to put it in. 
 
 
Representative Schreiber-Beck: Moved for Do Pass. 
 
Representative McWilliams:  Seconded the motion. 
 
 
Representative Tveit:  If I would be voting for myself, I would support the motion.  My 
constituents say “no.”   
 
Chairman Dennis Johnson:  The last campaign had nothing to do with the bill we passed.  
This is for family farmers.  How far we will go down the road?    
 
Representative Tveit: I reached out to those constituents and asked if they realized it was 
just two words.   They were unchangeable. 
 
Representative Skroch:  What bothered me about this process is that the biggest opposition 
didn’t seem to come from the membership.  When would the members find out about the bill?  
When you get that bandwagon effect with false information, we get a measure passed that 
is unrelated to what we do in the chamber. 
 
Representative Headland: I believe this policy hurts all of us in agriculture.  We can’t get 
animal operations in this state because of this.  That hurts corn and soybean farmers.  The 
opposition is not willing to change.  We have to do what we feel is right. 
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Representative Richter:  I will support the motion.  The opposition was given opportunity to 
explain.  They never gave a rationale for why they were opposed. 
 
Representative McWilliams:  This idea was brought to me by a constituent.   So I contacted 
Farmers Union and Farm Bureau before I put the bill in to see if we could work together.  I 
asked Farmers Union if I could speak to the board and find out what their concerns were.  I 
wasn’t given that opportunity.  Famers Union said they had a board meeting and they see 
some issues. They wanted it left as it is now.   Farmers Union did recognize that there may 
be financial advantages. 
 
Representative Skroch:  In discussion with people after the hearing was closed, it was 
suggested that we begin by only allowing second cousins to join into existing corporations 
and prohibit new corporations from being established with second cousins. 
 
Chairman Dennis Johnson:  I don’t know if there would be that many new ones.  I would 
like to keep the law clean.  I don’t want to discriminate because they came in later. 
 
Representative Tveit:  If we could keep it restricted to those second cousins physically 
working the farm.  Maybe that would satisfy more people. 
 
Representative McWilliams: I would like to see it left clean the way it is.   Then what about 
first cousins who aren’t there? 
 
Representative Schreiber-Beck: Nobody is being forced to do anything.  This is an 
opportunity. 
 
Representative Skroch: Why do we have this discrepancy between North Dakota and 
surrounding states?  If we don’t do something now, what will we have left to save? 
 
Chairman Dennis Johnson:  The last time we worked on this issue, of the nine states North 
Dakota is the only state that still has real strong anti-corporate laws.  It does affect what is 
happening in animal agriculture. 
 
Vice Chair Wayne Trottier:  The reason dairies closed is because the processors closed. 
Other states are getting more for their corn because it can be sold locally to animal 
agriculture.  There is no middle man.  Many of us could be selling corn and soybeans locally 
without the discounts. 
 
 
A Roll Call vote was taken:  Yes  _9_, No __4__, Absent ___1__. 

 
Do Pass carries. 

 
Representative McWilliams will carry the bill. 
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